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It is hard to search when people tried to develop chemical
approaches for biological research, but the term of “chemical biology”
has come into wide use for not more than two decades. As a complex
hybridization of chemistry, biochemistry, biology and pharmacology,
chemical biology has made numerous triumphs with booming
biomedical science in the last decade [1].
Except the application of NMR and mass spectra (MS) to the
research of biology, another well known accomplishment of chemical
biology is synthetic small-interfering RNA (siRNA) duplexes. Now it is
one of the most powerful tools for biological mechanism study by lossof-function assay. Besides successes in research tools, chemical biology
has made very prominent progress in the field of diagnostics. No doubt,
to develop lower-cost and easier approaches with higher sensitivity and
specificity is only direction of chemical biology in future. Scientists
have made very significant successes recently, such as nanoparticles for
targeting and visualizing tumor tissues [2], DNA synbodies which is
new affinity reagent that could offer an easy-to-produce alternative to
traditional antibodies [3]. Researchers are also trying to develop new
sensors to diagnose HIV at low cost [4].
Chemical biology has not only been applied to the development of
probes, but also has made remarkable success in drug discovery. Since

the development of imatinib (Gleevec), which is the first of new drugs
acting as a specific inhibitor to a certain enzyme, was cited as a major
success for chemical biology [5], couple of other specific inhibitors to
certain enzyme (most are kinase) or receptor have been developed and
tested, such as inhibitors of phosphoinositide 3- kinase (PI3-K) and
inhibitors of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). Some of them
have been approved by US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
Considering the disadvantages of nuclear medicine and limits
of radiation therapy, chemical biologist may bring into full play the
advantage of chemical biology in specific cellular targeting to improve
those disadvantages and overcome limits in the short future.
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